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Import Demand for Disaggregated Fresh 
Fruits in Japan 
Troy G. Schmitz and James L. Seale, Jr. 
Using annual Japanese fresh fruit  import data from  1971 to  1997, this study analyzes the 
import patterns  of Japan'\  seven most  popular fi.ehh fruits by  implementing ancl testi~lg  a 
general differential dernand system that nests four altert~ative  inlport demand specificatiorls. 
When  tested  against  the  general  system using  the  tibe-good  case (bananas. grapefruits, 
oranges. and lemons and aggregating pineapples, berries. and grapes), the analysis rejects 
the Almost Ideal Demand System and National  Bureau of Research specifications but does 
not  reject  Rotterdaln  and Central  Burea~~  of  Statistic5 model.;.  When estit~inted  using  the 
six-good case (bananas, grapefruits. oranges, lemons, and pineapples and :iggrepating  her- 
ries and grapes). the analysis rejects all  specifications except the Rottertialn  model. 
Krv Wouls: Almo\t Ideal Demand Sy\tcln. con5umel de~riand,  truit. irnport rielnand, Japan. 
Rotterdam 
JEL Classifications: C?. F  I, QO 
Extremely high production costs for most ag- 
ricultu~-al  products  and  the  liberali;/ation  of 
several formal barriers to trade as a result of 
the World Trade Organizati,tion (WTO)  put Jap- 
anese producers  under  consitlerable competi- 
tive pressures. As  thc number of Japanese pro- 
ducers has steadily declined (a 14% reduction 
in  1998 compared with  1990), Japan has be- 
come increasingly dependent upon agricultural 
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imports. As a result. Japan is the world's larg- 
est importer of  agricultural products, import- 
ing $33 billion worth of agricultural products 
in  1999 (USDA/ERS). 
Japan  has  made several  steps toward  de- 
regulation  in  the  fruit  industry  since  1988. 
These include (1 ) import quota reductions for 
fresh orange imports from the Unitcd States in 
1988, (2)  tariff  reductions for grapefruit and 
lemons in  1989, (3) re~noval  of import quotas 
for fresh oranges in 199 I, (4)  lifting the import 
ban  on apple imports from New Zeala~~d  in 
1993, and (5)  lifting the import ban on apples 
from the United States in  1994. Furthermore, 
in July 1999. Japan adopted a new philosophy 
on  agricultural  policy,  choosing to focus or1 
national  food security, multifunctionality.  and 
less trade-distorting policies. However. the ob- 
jective  of food  security is still carried out by 
not allowing the share of  imports of many ag- 
ricultural products to exceed 60% of domestic 
caloric  intake.  Furthermore,  bound  and  ap- 
plied tariffs are still significant for Inany fruit Table I. Japanese Fresh Fruit Imports,  1997 
Value  Quantity 
Fresh Fruit  Billion Ycn  Million Tons 
-- 
B'  .  .  il~~~~~'ls  52.9  885.5 
Grapefruit  3  1 .O  283.8 
Oranges  18.1  171.3 
Lemons  17.7  89.4 
Pineapplea  5.5  96.1 
Berries  4.4  4.8 
GI-apes  7 7  7.3 
imports, regardless as to whether the exporting 
country is a member of the WTO or not. 
The Japanesc fresh  fruit market is  an  im- 
portant  component  of  U.S.  agricultural  ex- 
ports. Fluctuations in prices caused by variable 
market  conditio~ls  and  changes  in  Japanese 
import  policies  have caused  U.S.  exports  of 
fresh fruit to Japan to fluctuate. The main ob- 
jective  ofthis article is to empirically esti1n:lte 
the sensitivity  of Japanese fresh fruit imports 
to  changes in  Japanese income levels and irn- 
port  prices.  The Japanese frcsh  fruit  market 
was chosen beca~~se  it is a relatively important 
export  market  for producers  in  the  southern 
United  States.  A  list  of  the  major  types  of 
fresh fruit imported by Japan in  1997. in terms 
of both value and quantity, is provided in Ta- 
ble  1. Notice that bananas. grapefruit. oranges. 
and lemons are the most important fresh fruit 
imports from the perspective of Japanese con- 
sumers.  Although  grapefr-uit,  oranges,  and 
lemons are important  in  terms of  U.S.  agri- 
cultural exports, bananas are not. However, it 
may  be  that  bananas  act  21s  a  substitute for 
gral.'efi-~~it,  oranges, and lemons from the per- 
spective of Japanese consumers. Hence, all of 
these  fruits  should  be  consideretl  \vIien  at- 
tempting to estimate the response of Japanese 
consumers to changes in  relative import pl-ic- 
es. 
.Although the fresh fruit market has become 
increasingly  important in  terms of  its contri- 
bution  to the total  value of  U.S.  agricultural 
exports, there are relati\/ely few empirical de- 
mand studies that  hnve focused on the major 
U.S. markets for disaggregate fresh fruit coni- 
modities.  Most import-demand  studies of  re- 
lated products found in the literature have fo- 
cused on the demand for aggregate groupings 
of  fruits  or vegetables.  For  example,  Sarris 
( 198  1, 1983) estimates income and price elas- 
ticities of demand for five broad categories or 
fruits and vegetables (fresh fruits, dried fruits, 
processed  fruits,  fresh  vegetables,  and  pro- 
cessed  vegetables)  in  the  European  Union. 
Sparks estimated a world trade model for veg- 
etables  in  which  all  vegetables  and  related 
products  are  combined  into  one  category.' 
Hunt estimated  impor1 demand for 36 disag- 
gregate  fruit  and  vegetable  products  from 
Mediterranean  countries by  the  European 
Union  under the assu~nptioti  that dcmand is a 
linear function of per capita income and that 
market shares are constant. Two studies (Atkin 
and  Blanford:  Roberts and  Cuthbertson)  ex- 
amined the import demand for fresh apples in 
the  United  Kingdom.  but  apples  from  the 
United  States were not included in the analy- 
sis. 
Studies that have estimated demand for ag- 
gregate groupings of fresh and processetl fruits 
and vegetables have been limited in the sense 
that  income  and  price  responses  ]nay differ 
markedly  among disaggregate products  (e.g., 
apples,  oranges.  or  lemons). They  have  not 
taken into account the et'fect  that demand for 
one good  has on that  of  other similar goods 
either through a general or specific price sub- 
stitution effect. Studies that have analy~ed  the 
domestic or import de~na~id  for fresh and pro- 
cessed fruits and vegetables at a disaggregate 
level in  a systemwide approach have appeared 
in  the literature only recently. 
Four  recently  p~~blished  studies  hnve  ad- 
dressed the issue of  aggregate fresh fruit de- 
mand. Lee. Seale, and Jierwiriyapant analyzed 
thc relationships atnonp major suppliers of cit- 
rus juices  in Japan using a Rotterdam import 
allocation model. They showed  that  Japanese 
demand  for imports  of  fresh grapefruit from 
the  United  States  is  affected  by  banana  and 
pineapple  irnports  and  that  the Japanese im- 
I Other studies vl'  the vegetable trade do not  typi- 
cally  use rigorous empirical estiination tcclrlriques and 
arc  based  on  more  descriptive  or  institutional  ap- 
proaches (c.g., Davis  and Seale; E~I-child  ct  at.: Ko- 
bayashi  10Xc)a.h: Mackintosh: Montcgaud and Lawet; 
Senlc; Sculc. Davis. and Mulkcy). .Yc,hrnit:  und Sectle: .Ictpiirrr.w Fruit  In~port  Der~rnr~d 
port  demand for U.S.  citrus juice  is affected 
by  Brazilian  and  Israeli  export  co~npetition. 
Seale, Sparks, and Buxton  also applied a Rot- 
terdam model to study the import demand for 
fresh apples  in  Canada,  Hong  Kong,  Singa- 
pore, and  the United  Kingdom. It was shown 
that, except for the case of  U.K. imports from 
Australia, an  increase  in the total  expenditure 
on apple imports in each of  the  ~uajor  apple- 
importing  countries would  increase apple ex- 
ports in  each of the rnz~jor  exporting markets. 
It  was  also shown  that  a  157  increase in  the 
expenditure  on  fresh  apple  imports  in  Hong 
Kong.  Singapore,  and  the  United  Kingdom 
would  increase irnports  of U.S.  fresh apples 
by  more than  1%  in  each of  these  countries. 
Lee, Brown. and Seale used a nested approach 
to analyze Canadian fresh fruit and juice  irn- 
port demand for the period from  1960 through 
1987. 'The  approach  chose  between  the  Rot- 
terdam  demand  specification  and  an  income- 
variant  differential  demand  specification  de- 
veloped  by  Keller  and  Driel  and  Clernents. 
Results  indicated  that if  the  total expenditure 
on  aggregate Canadian  imports  of  fresh fruit 
and juices  increase.  expenditure shares of vr- 
anges  and  apples  increase.  Furthermore.  or- 
anges and  grapefruits  are  substitutes for  ap- 
ples. Hence, an  incrcase  in  the pl-ice of  fresh 
apples would  increase  the  total  consumption 
of  citrus.  thereby  increasing  Canadian  citrus 
imports. 
Theoretical Model 
Empirical  demand relationships are estimated 
under  five  different  econometric  specitica- 
tions. Thcsc different  specifications are devel- 
oped under a systemwide approach to consum- 
er  demand  with  multistage  budgeting.  With 
two  exceptions, the  empirical  analysis relics 
on the differential  demand system developed 
by  Barten (1964) and Theil ( 1965). 
The most  popular  estin~able  demand  sys- 
tem that results from the differential approach 
is known  as the  Rotterdam model. However, 
the Roucrdarrl    nod el  is only one particular pa- 
rameterization  adapted  from  Theil  and  Bar- 
ten's  work. The  Central  Bureau  of  Statistics 
(CBS) rnodel,  developed  by  Kellel- and  van 
Driel  and  also by  Cle~nents,  is an  alternative 
parameterization  of  the  differential approach 
based 011  Working's model. It assumes that the 
budget  share  allocated  to  each  commodity 
group is a linear function of the logarithm  of 
income,  whereas  the  Rotterdam  model  as- 
sumes constant marginal shares. In addition to 
thc differential  ~lludels,  empirical estimates of 
Japanese fresh fruit  demand  are obtained for 
the time-series version of the Almost Ideal De- 
mand  Systeni  (AIDS) developed  by  Deaton 
and Muellbauer and the AIDS income-variant 
National  Bureau  of  Research  (NBR) speciti- 
cation developed by  Neves. Furthermore, dif- 
ferential  versions  of these  four dernand spec- 
ifications  are  nested  intc?  a  general  model 
(Barten 1993). The results of  their empirical 
application to disaggregate Japanese fresh fruit 
imports are compared and contrasted. 
The Rotterda~n  Model  is derived by  start- 
ing  with  ut~lity  maximi~ation  \ubject  to  the 
budget constraint, which can be written as 
where U(q)  is utility  as a function of  the con- 
sumption of  a vector  of goods ((-/?,  M is total 
income, pi is the price of  the it11 good, and  y, 
is the  quantity  of  the ith  good. However, be- 
fore utility  is  maximized, the differential  ap- 
proach to demand system analysis proceeds by 
totally  differentiating  the  budget  constraint, 
which yields 
Dividing Equation (2)  through by income (M), 
niultiplying  and dividing the first term on the 
right-hand  side (RHS) by  I?,,  and  multiplying 
and dividing the second term  on the KHS by 
y,  yields 
If you  let  M', = (p,q,)lM be the budget share of 
the it11  good and make u\r 01  the fact that, fol 
any variable X, ciXIX = ci(1n X), then Equation 
(3)  can be rewr~tten  a\ Using the definitions of both the Divisia price 
index  [d In  P  = 2 ~t,,cl(ln  17,)l and the Divisia 
volume index [d In  Q =  w,d(ln y,)]. Equa- 
tion (4) becomes simply 
Now,  becauw  all  terms  are  in  natural  loga- 
rithms,  Equation (5)  is (theoretically) exactly 
equivalent to 
erage value share for commodity i  with  sub- 
script t standing thr time, ti In yj = In(yi,ly,,l  ,) 
is the natural  logarithm of the change in the 
consumption level for commodity  i, d In  p, = 
In(p,,/p,,,  ,) is the natural logarithm of the change 
in the price for commodity  i, and d  In  Q is the 
Divisia  volume index  for the change in  real 
income as in Equation (6).J 
The solution to Barten's  fundamental  ma- 
trix  also yields the following  relationships for 
the demand parameters 
(X)  0, = p,(dq,IdM)  and  IT,, = (17,/7,1M)\,1, 
Equation  (6) depicts the fact that  the natural 
logarithm of the change in income deflated by 
the price index is equal to the Divisia volume 
index.  Hence.  the  two  can  be  used  inter- 
changeably for theoretical purposes.' 
Using  the  above  differential  relationship 
for the budget constraint  in combination with 
the  solution  to  Barten's  ( 1964) fundamental 
matrix,'  utility  maximization eventually leads 
where s,, = ik/,lill>j  + y,Oy,lijM, M is total out- 
lay or the budget, and s,,  is the (i,  ,j)th element 
of the Slutsky substitution matrix. The param- 
eter 8, is the marginal  budget  share for com- 
modity  i and T,, is a compensated price effect. 
Because of the strict theoretical constructs that 
the Rotterdam model adheres to, the following 
constraints of demand theory must be directly 
applied to its parameters: 
to  the  following  specification.  known  as  the 
(9)  Adding-up 
Rotterdam rnodel  (with time subscripts ornit- 
ted for convenience):  2  n,,  = 0; 
(7)  ~t.,  rl In  q,  = 8,(1 In  Q +  T,,  ti In I,,, 
I  ( 10)  Homogeneity  IT,, = 0;  and 
The  Rotterdam  model  is  a  particular  pa- 
where  kt7, =  (LL',,  +  l.~',,,  represents the av-  ra~neterization  of a  system of dif'ferential  de- 
mand ecluations where the dernand parameters, 
'  In  empirical upplicatiot>.  it i\ itiiport;~nl  to replace 
[/(In MIP) with </(In 0)  so as to ensure that the adding- 
up  condition\  are met  and  that  thc  sum of  the  error 
tcrnms  over all  i equations equals Lero. Theil  ( 197  1. p. 
332) proved  that the empirically  based (/(In MIP) and 
d(ln Q) differ only by  a term of third-order sriiallness. 
'  The de\.elopnient 01.  the L2agrangiaii technique for 
solving  this  utility  rilaximiration  PI-oblem  evcnt~tally 
leads  to  what  ha.;  bccorne  known  :I\  Harten's  funda- 
mental  matrix (Barten 1964. pp. 2-3).  Essentially. this 
matrix  makes direct use of the Hessian lo formul;~te  a 
set of cquationx that  are then  sol\ecl to yield the Rot- 
terdam  speci1ic;ltion.  Although  a  thoro~tgh  disc~~ssion 
is beyond the scope of  this article (see Theil  1980 for 
a  more  elegant  explanation), it  is  intere.;ting  to note 
that  the reason th;~t  one always imposes syr-nmetry on 
the  Rottcrd~un  qystem  is  heciluse  Young's  theorem  nf 
derivatives under continuous fitnction dictates that the 
8, ;ind  T~,.  are ass~~~ned  to be  constant. How- 
evel;  there is no strong prior reason that the 8, 
and T,,  should be held constant. An alternative 
parameterization is hased on Working's Engel 
model, 
-'When  pelforming  empirical  analysis  using  the 
Itotterdam  specification. rl  In  X, must  be  computed as 
the difference between the logarithm  01'  the value of X 
in  the current yeiu- and the logarithm of the value of X 
in  the previous year fbr any vari;thle X. Hence, heca~tse 
the difkrentinl approach uvcs res~rlts  fro111 the total dif- 
ferentiation of the budget constraint, theory dictates the 
use of log cliffel-ences in  applications of  the Kotterdani 
moticl.  When  one  follows  this  appr-oach  using  data 
over  time.  the  first  observation  necessarily  gets 
dropped. As  the  sum of  the budget  shares is unity,  it 
follows from Equation  (1 2) that 2:  a,  =  1  alld  where P  is a price  index defined by  log P = 
pi = 0. To derive the  marginal  shares im-  + 2 a, In  p,  + '/2 2, I;, y,,  In  11,  111 p,. 
plied  by  Working's  model,  one  multiplies  The adding up restriction  I-equires that 
Equation  (13) by  M  and  then  differentiates 
with  respect to M, which results in 
Hornogeneity  is satisfied if  and only if  Xi yji 
Hence,  under Working's  model,  the  ith  mar- 
:  0, and  sylnmetry  is satisfied provided that 
ginal  share  differs  from  the  corresponding 
y,l = ?,,, 
budget  share by  pi; because the budget share  B~ approxiInating  P  by  index 
is not constant with respect to income, neither  and the  logarithmic  change  in  price 
is  the  associated  marginal  share. The expen-  index by the ~i~i~i~  price  index, x,  wi  ln p,. 
diture  elasticity  corresponding  to  Equation  ~~~~+i~~  ( 16) can be  expressecl  in diffcrcntial 
(13) is  form (Barten 1993; Deaton and Muellbauer), 
I 
This expression indicates that a good with 
positive  (negative) pi is a  luxury  (necessity). 
Beca~~se  the budget share of a luxury increases 
with  income  (prices  remaining  constant),  it 
follows from Equation ( 14) that increasing in- 
come causes the q,  for such a good to fall to- 
ward one. The income elasticity of a necessity 
also  declines  with  increa\ing  income  under 
Equation  ( 14). Accordingly,  ac the consurner 
becomes  more  affluent,  luxury and  necessity 
goods becorne less luxurious under Working's 
model, a plausible  outcome.  If  P, = 0, how- 
ever, the good is unitary elastic and the budget 
share will  not  change in  response to  income 
changes (again. with prices held constant). 
Replacing 8, in Equation (7) with Equation 
(13) and rearranging terms. one obtains 
As  shown by  Barten  (I  993), P, = 0, -  bv,, 
and y,, = nii +  w>,8,, - vt',~~,,  where  S,,  is the 
Kronecker delta equal to unity if  i =  j  and zero 
otherwise. Note  that  the CBS system has the 
AlDS income  coefficients  f3,  and  the Rotter- 
dam price coefficients IT,,.  Also, if  all units of 
analysis face the same prices,  both  the CBS 
and  AIDS  collapse  to  the  simple  Working's 
model. 
Another alternative model, the NBR model 
(Neves), can be  derived  by  substituting 8, - 
w,  for 6, in  Equation  (17) so that  it  has  the 
Rotterdam  income coefficients  but  the  AIDS 
price coefficients  (Barten  1993). Specifically, 
the NBR  model  is 
and the NBR and the CBS models can be con- 
where Pi and IT,; are constant coefficients (Cle-  sidered  as  income-response  variants  of  the 
merits;  Keller  and  van  Driel). Equation  (15)  Rotterdam and AIDS models, respectively. 
will bc referred to as the CBS lnodel following  Thest: f'uur models are not nested, but. fol- 
Keller and van Driel.  lowing Barten (1993), a general model can be 
The AIDS model, another specification, is  developed  which  nests  all  four models.  Spe- 
specified as  cifically, the general  model is (19)  w, d ln  (1,  of the change in relative prices of the different 
= ((1, + 6,~  ,) d In  Q +  e,,  (i 111 I,,  types of  fruit over time? 
1 
S,IL',  (1 In  C) -  62~~,(tr'  In  17, -  (I In  P);  Estimation Procedure 
where 6, and 6, are two additional parameters 
to be est~mated.  Note that  Equation  (19) be- 
conies the Rotterdam model when both 6, and 
SI  are  re4tricted  to  be 7ero, the CBS   nod el 
when  6, =  1  and  6, = 0,  the  AIDS  model 
when 6, = 0 and 6,  =  1, ~lrid  the NBR model 
when 6, =  I  and  =  I. The demand re4tric- 
tlons on Equation (19) are 
Adding-up  rl, =  I  - 6,  ~tld 
Ho~nogeneity 2 r,,  = 0:  and 
Data Description 
Import expenditure data regarding the volunle 
and the value (in Japanese Yen) of all  major 
types of  fresh  fruit  imported by  Japan  were 
collected from the United Nations Trade Data 
Tape.  The  United  Nations  Trade  Data  Tape 
contains annual data from I97  1  through  1997 
and aggregates imports from all source coun- 
tries for each individual good. Because of the 
massive  effort  in  reporting.  collecting.  con- 
firming.  and  finalizing  these data sets for all 
countries involved, the data contained in these 
data  sets  lag  anywhere  from  2  to  4  years. 
Hence, because of data limitations, our period 
of  analysis ends in  1997. The irnport expen- 
Because of the adding-up restrictions. the full 
n  X  11  matrices of  all fi ve systems are singular 
(n is  the  number  of  goods).  Barten  (1969) 
proved that, hy omitting one equation and es- 
timating  the n - 1  system of equations.  the 
parameter  estimates  are  invariant  to  which 
equation is omitted. Hence, we drop the other 
fruit  equation  and  estimate  all  five  systems 
with iterative seemingly unrelated regressions 
(SUR) that iterates to the maximum likelihood 
(ML)  estitnator. This is accon~plished  by ~lsing 
the LSQ cornrn:~nd in Time Series Processing 
(TSP)  version 4.3. 
We also tested  a11  five  systems  for auto- 
correlation of  degree one (ARI) in the error 
terms by transforming the data with the Prais- 
Winston  transformation  and  constraining the 
ARl parameter.  rho, to be  the same in  all  ti. 
Because the Jacobinn term is no longer eclual 
to one (or the log of  the Jacobian term is not 
equal to zero). iterative SUR is not ML (Theil, 
Chung. and Seale). To obtain ML estiniates of 
rho  and  a11  the  other  parameters  from  the 
AR 1 -specified  models.  we used the Hildreth- 
LLI  ML procedure. The log-likelihood ratio test 
was  used  to test  whether  the  rho parameter 
was statistically equal to zero; the unrestricted 
moclel  is  AR I.  whereas  the  restricted  model 
does  not  have  autocorrelation.  In  all  cases, 
AR I  is soundly re.jected.  For example, for the 
Rotterdam systeni with homogeneity and sym- 
metry imposed, the ML estimate of rho is .O I. 
and the chi-square statistic is only .01. where- 
as the critical value at the 95% contidence lev- 
el  is  3.84.  Because the Rotterdam system as 
ditul-e \hares in Table 2 provide a \~lrnmal-y  of 
-- 
the  Unlted  Nation\  data  regard~ng  Japane\e  '  Note  that  apple Import\ by  Japan can  at t~mc\  be 
-  - 
fresh  fruit  imports,  ~h~  seven  types of  signiticant. However. because  of Japanese import pol- 
fresh fruit imported by Japan in a typical year  icy  and  thc  prevalence of  Fuji  hrand apples grown  in 
relatively Iargc cluiuititie\ in Japan. Ncw Zcaland  was 
are, in Order  of  (I)  bananas,  grape-  not allowed to  export  ;rpples to Japan u~ltil  1')93. and  . . 
fruit, (3) oranges. (4) lernons, (5)  pineapples,  the  U.S.  ban  on applc exports to Japan  was  lifted  in 
(6) berries,  and  (7) gl-apes.  ~h~  tlleol-etical  1994. Furtherniore, when the historic data were oripi- 
nally purch:~scd  (at a signiticant cost) from  the United  rnodels presented  above and estimated below  Nations. funding for the project did not include the co\t 
attempt to explain the changes in relative im-  purchasing  apple  datcl,  H~~~~.  apples  are  not  in. 
port expenditure \hares over time as a function  cluded In rh~\  \t~~dy Schl?rif: arzd  Seale: Jupunese Fr~tit  Import Detnuad  59  1 
Table 2.  Import Expenditure Shares of Seven Types of Japanese Fresh Fruit, 1970-1997 
Year  Bananas  Grapefruit  Oranges  Lemons  Pineapples  Berries  Grapes 
1970  .82  .OOJ  .O 1  .I4  .03  .OO  .OO 
197  1  .76  .02  .0  1  .I6  .04  .OO  .OO 
1972  .63  .I4  .02  .I6  .04  .OO  .OO 
1973  .55  .I6  .03  .2  1  .04  .  00  .OO 
1974  .5  1  .20  .03  .22  .03  .00  .OO 
1972  .55  .?O  .04  .I7  .04  .OO  .OO 
1976  .53  .20  .04  .I7  .05  .OO  .0  1 
1977  .SO  7  7  .03  .I7  .07  .OO  .OO 
1078  .44  .I7  .09  .2  1  .OX  .00  .O1 
1979  .I  1  .I9  .09  .22  .08  .0 1  .OO 
1980  .43  .I8  .I0  .I9  .09  .0  1  .0  1 
1981  .42  .2  1  .I2  .I6  .09  .O 1  .00 
1982  .44  .I8  .I4  .I5  .OX  .0  1  .0  1 
19x3  .44  .20  .I2  .16  .07  .O 1  .O1 
I984  .45  .I6  .I4  .I6  .06  .02  .O 1 
1985  .48  .12  .I4  .I6  .07  .02  .0  1 
1986  .4X  .I6  .12  .I3  .08  .0  1  .0  1 
1987  .43  -18  .I4  .I4  .08  .02  .0  1 
I988  .44  .I9  .I3  .I3  .07  .02  .02 
I989  .42  .22  .I3  .I3  .07  .02  .0  1 
1990  .44  .I7  .I5  .I3  .06  .02  .02 
1991  .42  .23  .I2  .14  .05  .02  .02 
I992  .46  .22  .I4  .I0  .05  .02  .02 
1993  .45  .20  .I5  .I2  .05  .02  .02 
1994  .39  .24  .I7  .I 1  .05  .03  .02 
1995  .3X  .23  .I6  .I2  .04  .03  .02 
1996  .40  .25  .I5  .I2  .04  .03  .02 
1997  .40  .24  .I4  .I3  .04  .03  .02 
Mean  .48  .  I8  .I0  .I5  .06  .01  .0  1 
The value  .OO  does not  indicate  that thc  number  is  exactly cq~lal  to zero but  that the nurnher  is  rounded  to .00; the 
nurnher is positive but  less than  .005. 
well  as the other four systems fit  the data in  fruits. First, we estimate five unrestricted de- 
log difference, this is not surprising."  mand systems including the unrestricted gen- 
eral demand system, Equation  (14), and then 
Empirical Results for Five Goods  constrain  the  five  systems  by  imposing  ho- 
mogeneity  and  then  symmetry. The log-like- 
Testing Resti-iction, C1zoic.r of  Functior~al  lihood values associated with each of these de- 
Fortll.~,  and Goodrzess-Of Fir  mand  systems  are provided  in  Table 3. The 
numbers in parentheses are equal to the num- 
in this sectloll, We present empirical estimates  ber of free parameters. The log-likelihood  ,-a- 
of  behavioral  relationships  that  partially  ex-  tie test (LRT) statistic is LRT = -2[1og  L(fj*) 
plain  Japanese  import  patterns  for  different  -  log L(8)],  where 8'':  is the vector of pararn- 
eter estimates with the restrictions imposed, 8 
'.At the  recom~nendation  of  a  reviewer.  we  also  is  the  vector  of  parameter estimates without 
tested  for the  stntionarity  of  thc  log-differenced  data  the  restrictions,  and  log  L(.)  is  the  log  value 
with  Dickey-Fuller  tc\ts. For all  variables  in  lop  dif-  of  the likelihood function. This statistic must 
ferences. the  Dickey-Fuller tests strongly rejected unit 
roots,  that  data in log  arc  be conlparecl with a critical value from a ~'(q) 
stationary.  distributionl where q is the number of restric- 592  Jo~trnul  of  A,qricult~lral  nrld Applied  Econol~zic.~,  Decenlber 2002 
Table 3.  Log-likelihood Values and Alternatives for Five Japanese Fresh Fruit llnports Demand 
Systems, 1971-1997 
Model 
Restriction  General  Rotterdaru  CBS  AIDS  NBR 
Unrestricted  3  1 1.6 (26)'  3  1  1.3 (24)  309.7 (24)  305  .V  (24)  306.0 (24) 
Homogeneity  3 10.2 (22)  310.0 (20)  307.8 (20)  303.7 (20)  304.4 (20) 
Sylnmett-yh  305.2 (16)  104.75 ( 14)  302.9 (14)  299.5 (14)  299.5 (14) 
.' Number  of frce parameters  for each  model  is  in parentheses. 
"Symmetry is the case in which both  homogeneity  and symmetry itre jointly  impo\ed. 
tions imposed (Harvey, pp. 160-166).  For ex-  Further evidence on the fit of  the systems 
ample,  the  unrestricted  log-likelihood  value  is  provided  by  calculating  a  system-wide R' 
for the general  lnodcl  is 31 1.6. The restricted  (McElroy).' The measure is 
log-likelihood  value for the test  of  holnope- 
nelty  in  the  general  model  I\  310.2.  Hence,  I 
LRT = -2(3 10.2 - 3  1 1.6) = 2.8. The critical  I  + W'l(T  - K)(n - I)' 
value for the test has degrees of freedo111  equal 
to  the difference in the number of free param- 
eters between  the general  unrestricted  model 
in  Equation  (26) and the  number of free pn- 
rameters  in  the general model  with  homoge- 
neity  imposed  in  Equation  (22). The critical 
value for this case is a X'  value with 3 degrees 
of  freedom. At  a  95% level  of  significance, 
this critical value is 9.338. Hence, because the 
LRT statistic is not in the rejection re,'  ‘'ion,  we 
fail to reject the hypothesis of homogeneity. If 
one performs this comparison for all different 
combinations of likelihood  ratio values in Ta- 
ble  3  (implying  different  critical  values  for 
each comparison, since the degrecs of freedom 
differ), the results indicate that we fail to reject 
any of the  two economic constraints, homo- 
geneity  or  symmetry.  with  any  of  the  five 
models at a 95% level of significance. 
Log-likelihood  tests were also undertaken 
between the general model, with holnogeneity 
and symmetry imposed, and each of the other 
four models (same restrictions) that are nested 
within thc gcneral demand system. When per- 
forming cross-model con~parisons,  the critical 
xL  value always has 2 degrces of freedom and 
is equal to 5.991  at the 95% level  of signifi- 
cance. The Rotterdam model is not rejected at 
the  95% confidence  level,  whereas the CBS 
model is not rejected  at the 90% level of  sig- 
nificance.  The  AIDS  and  NBR  models  are 
both strongly rejected at the 90% level of sig- 
nificance. 
where T is the number of  observations, K  is 
the  number  of  estimated  parameters  in  each 
equation.  rl  is the number of  equations in the 
full  system.  and  W-':  is  a  small-sample  cor- 
rected wild  test statistic under the hypothesis 
that all estimated parameters in the system are 
zero. It  is interesting to note that  the R:s  for 
the general, Rotterciani, CBS, AIDS, and NBR 
systems are 52,  .99, .69. .49. and .98, respec- 
tively. This result seems to suggests that, for 
thcsc data, the constant marginal shares of  the 
Rotterdam and NBR systems have higher ex- 
planatory  power  than  those based  on  Work- 
ing's model. 
Individual parameter estimates for the Gener- 
al.  Rotterdam, and CBS models as estimated 
using the procedure discussed in the previous 
section  are provided  in  Table 4.  We  did  not 
include parameter estimates for the  AlDS or 
NBR  model  because  these  models  were  I-e- 
jected  at  a 90% lcvcl  of  significance. In  the 
general  model, the expenditure coefficient for 
grapefruit  is  significant  at  cu  =  .05, whereas 
the  expenditure  coefficients  for oranges  and 
others are statistically  significant  at  a  =  .10. 
Neither  ci,  nor  (12  are  significantly  different 
'  Single-equation lnra.;ures 01-  h" are not  appropri- 
ate  measures  of the  goodness-of-tit of  a  system  of 
eijuations (Bewlcy: Busc:  Glahn). Table 4.  Japanese Fresh  Fruit  Import demand System Parameter Estimates, 1971-1997  (Five 
Goods) 
Expenciitul-e  Slutsky PI-ice  Coefficients 
Fruit  Coefficierlt  Bananas  Grapefruits  Oranges  Lxmons  Others 
--  d,  d? 
General system 
Banana\  ,104  - 
( 192)" 
Grdpefru~  t  ,384 
(.07  1 ) 
Orange\  ,082 
( 047) 
Lemons  .076 
(.06  I ) 
Other\  .053 
(.023) 
Bananas  ,285 
(.06  1  ):I 
Grapefruit  .42  1 
(.06O) 
Oranges  ,100 
(.044) 
Lemons  ,122 
( .040) 
Others  .072 
(.015) 
CBS system 
Bananits  -322  -.211-  ,150 
(.069),'  (.046)  (.042) 
Grapefruit  .30  1  -.237 
(.064)  (.053) 
Orangex  ,042 
(.043) 
Lemons  -.033 
(.039) 
Others  .0 12 
(.016) 
~  - --- 
Norr: Parameters 31-e provided under the rcslrictions of ho~nugeneity  ;~id  syrnmctry. 
,'  Asymptotic standard errors arc in parenthese\. 
froin zero. All own-price parameters  are neg- 
ative and significantly different from zero at a 
= .05, except that of  lernons, which is statis- 
tically different from zero at a = .lo. All sig- 
nificant  cross-price  terms  are  positive  with 
four out of ten being different from zero at a 
= .05. 
The estin~ates  for the Rotterdam import de- 
mand  system. shown  in  the  middle panel  of 
Table 4. indicate that the marginal import ex- 
penditure shares are all positive  and different 
from zero at a = .05. All own-price parameter 
estimates are negative. and all  cross-price pa- 
rameter estimates are positive. All  own-price 
parameters are significant at a -  .05, with the 
exception  of  the  "others"  category.  Slutsky 
cross-price parameters  are significant at a  = 
.05 for banana-grapefruit, grapefi-uit-oranges, 
oranges-lemons.  and  grapefruit-others.  This 
indicates  that  these  four  co~nbinations of' goods are Hicksian substitutes with respect to 
each other. 
Results  of  the  CBS  model  with  homoge- 
neity  and  symmetry  restrictions are reported 
in  the  bottom  panel  of  Table  4. Remember 
that, for the CBS model, an expenditure esti- 
mate  greater than, less than, or equal tu  zero 
indicates an expenditure elasticity greater than, 
less than, or equal to  unity, respectively. The 
expenditure parameter for bananas is negative 
and signiticant at a = .05, which implies that 
the  expenditure elasticity  for bananas  is  less 
than one. Or1  the other hand, the  expenditure 
parameter for grapefruit is positive and signif- 
icant, which implies that the expenditure elas- 
ticity  for  grapefi-uit  is  greater  than  one. All 
other  expenditure  parameters  for  the  CBS 
model  are not  significant.  All  own-price pa- 
rameters are negative and statistically different 
from zero (CY  = .05). All signiticant cross-price 
parameters  are  positive.  The same co~nbina- 
tions of  goods that are substitutes in  the Rot- 
terdam  model  are also substitutes in  the CBS 
model. 
Conditional  import  expenditure  elasticities, 
conditional Slutsky price elasticities. and con- 
ditional Cournot price elasticities are provided 
in  Table  5. The elasticities for both  the Rot- 
terdam and the CBS model are calculated fronl 
their respective parameter estimates (Table 4) 
with homogeneity and symmetry imposed arid 
using  the  sample  rrrean  import  cxpcnditure 
share from  197  1-  1997. The asymptotic stan- 
dard errors are given  in parentheses. The for- 
 nul la for thc conditional expenditure elasticity 
of good i associated with the Rotterdam model 
is q, =  whereas the corresponding con- 
ditional expentlit~tre  elasticity  associated with 
the CBS model  is qi =  1  + (3,/1.t.,.  The expen- 
diture elasticity associated with the CBS mod- 
el is obtained by  replacing  Hi in the Rotterdam 
expenditure elasticity  formula with  (\v, +  P,) 
and  simplifying. 
The import expenditure elasticities in Table 
5 are calculated at the sample mean condition- 
al budget  shares (197  1-1  9973 and are a11  sta- 
tistically different from zero at  cu  = .05. Both 
the Rotterdam and CBS estimates indicate that 
the  conditional  import  expenditure  elasticity 
for bananas and lemons is less than unity, and 
both  indicate that the  conditional  import ex- 
penditure elasticity of grapefruit is greater than 
unity.  However,  under Rotterdam, the  import 
expenditure elasticities for oranges and others 
are less than unity, whereas under CBS, these 
are greater than  unity. This is good news for 
U.S.  grapefruit  exporters  to  .lapan.  because 
95%-99%.  of  Japanese  grapefruit  are  from 
U.S. sources. As Japanese import expenditures 
for fresh  fruits  increase.  the  share of  grape- 
fruits should increase as well. Howevel;  U.S. 
lemon exporters will see a decline in  the sharc 
of  lemons  imported  as  fruit  import  expendi- 
tures  increase. 
Fruit  exporters  are  also  interested  in  the  re- 
sponsiveness of  import demand to changes in 
the own-price of the particular type of fruit in 
question. Two types of  own-price elasticities 
can  be  calculated from  the  resulting  parame- 
ters: Slutsky and Cournot. Conditional Slutsky 
(compensated) price  elasticities  indicate  the 
percentage  response  in  quantities  demanded 
resulting SI-urn a  1 %: changc in  price, holding 
real  expenditures on imported  fruits constant. 
The formula for the conditional  Slutsky own- 
price elasticity  of  good  i  is s, =  T~,/M'~.  This 
formula  is  the  same for  both  the  Rotterdam 
and  CBS models, but the empirical estimates 
differ because the Slutsky parameter estimates 
from the competing models are different. 
Conditional  Cournot  (uncor~ipcnsated) 
price  elasticities  indicate  the  percentage  re- 
sponse in  quantities demanded resulting  from 
a 1% change in price, holding nominal expen- 
ditures  on imported  fruits  constant.  The for- 
mula  for  the  conditional  Coul-not own-price 
elasticity of good i associated with the Rotter- 
dam model  is  Ci =  viilbv, -  Hi. The fc~rmula 
for the conditional Cournot own-price elastic- 
ity of  good  i  associated with the CBS model 
is obtained  by  replacing  the  n1a1-ginal import 
share (0,) with  u,, + p, in [lie formula for the 
'Co~ir-not  own-price elasticity of the Rotterdam 
model.  This procedure  results  in  a  Cournot own-price elasticity for the CBS moc\e\ equa\ 
to Ci = n,,l~*,  - (w, + P,). 
Slutsky and Cournot omin-price elasticities. 
shown in Table 5,  are calculated at the sample 
means on the basis of parameter estimates (Ta- 
ble  3) frorn  the  Rotterdam  and  CBS models 
with  homogeneity  and  symmetry  (Table  5). 
'The own-price elasticities are thosc along the 
diagonals, corresponding to the change in  im- 
port quantities caused by a change in  the price 
of the same good. The Slutsky own-price es- 
timates frorn the two models are cli~ite  close in 
value. and all estimates are negative. The Slut- 
sky  own-price  import  ell~sticity  estimates for- 
bananas, Ic~nons,  and others are all statistically 
different from Lero and  negative,  which  indi- 
cates that their own-price response is inelastic. 
Those of  grapefruits and oranges are statisti- 
cally different from  zero, and their point  esti- 
mates are greater than unity  in absolutc value, 
which indicates an elastic own-price response. 
These  results  are  important  for  exporters  of 
these  fruits, because  they  indicate wheth  LI  l. or 
not  an  own-price  change  would  decrease  or 
increase revenue. For example, the own-price 
elasticity estimates of  the Rotterdan~  and CBS 
n~odels  indicate  a  1 CYr'  increase  in  own  price 
would  decrease import demand for grapefruit 
1.34% and  1.26%.,  respectively. The same in- 
crease in orange price would decrcasc demand 
for i~nported  oranges by  roughly  I r/c.  as intii- 
cated by both nioclels. Accordingly, a price in- 
crease for these fruits, cc2trri.s IICI~I'DLIS,  would 
decrease total  revenue. 
The  own-price  elasticity  esti~natcs  of  ba- 
nanas,  lemons, and  others suggest  the  oppo- 
site. On  the  basis  of  the  tmo  models,  a  1% 
increase in the own-price of bananas and lem- 
ons would also decrease their inlport demand 
by  roughly  O.Sf;/c,  whereas the  satlie  increase 
in  the own price of other fruits would decrease 
import  demand  for  others between  0.5%. and 
13.6'ii,. Thus, a  small  increase in price  would 
increase  total  revenue  for  bananas,  lemonc, 
and others. 
The Cournot own-price elasticities provid- 
ed  in Tablc 5  are calculated by  keeping noni- 
inal expenditures constant and thus are affect- 
ed  by  price  and  real  income  effects. 
Accordingly, for each fruit, the Cournot esti- 
mates are more negdtive thdn  the  currespond- 
ing Slutsky ones. However, the responsiveness 
of  own-price  changes  is  only  slightly  in- 
creased  when  accounting  fo~.  expenditure ef- 
fects of own-price changes. Point estimates for 
bananas. lemons. and others continue to he in- 
elastic, whereas those ol' grapefruit and orang- 
es remain elastic. 
It is  also important for fruit  exporters to un- 
derstand the effects on their product's  demand 
fro111  changes  in  price  of  other  competing 
Fr~~its.  Two types of cross-pricc elasticities can 
be  calculated  from  the  resulting  parameters. 
Slutsky and Cout-not. The conditional Slutsky 
(compensated) cross-price elasticity of good i 
with respect to good j  indicates the percentage 
response in  thc  quantity of  good i demanded 
I-esulting from  a  1% cha~ige  in  the  price  of 
good j,  holding real expenditures on imported 
fruits constant. The formula for the conditio~~a! 
Slutsky  cross-price  elasticity  of  good  i  with 
respect  to  good j  for both  the Rotterdam and 
CBS models is Si, = ni,l\t',. 
The conditional Cournot  (uncompensatetl) 
cross-price elasticity  of good i with respect to 
goodj indicates the percentage response in  the 
quantity  of gvod i demanded resulting  from a 
I 'X  change  in  the  price  of  good j,  holding 
nominal  expenditures on imported fruits con- 
stant. 'The formula for the co~~ditional  Cournot 
cross-price elasticity of good i with respect to 
good j,  associated  with  the Rotterdam Model, 
is  C,;  = (n,, - ~,M,~)/I.v,.  The formula for the 
conditional  Cournot  own-price  elasticity  ol' 
good  i with  respect to  good ,j, associated with 
 he  CBS model, is  obtained by  replacing the 
marginal  import share (8,) with  ~t., + P, in  the 
formula for the Cournot cross-price elasticity 
of  the  Rotterdam  model.  This  procedure  re- 
sults  in  a  Cournot  cl-oss-price  elasticity  of 
good  i  with  respect  to  good ,j for the  CBS 
  nod el  equal  to C,, = (n,, - P,LI',)/(M.,  - MI;). 
Slutsky and Cournot cross-price elasticities 
calculated at  sample means are also reported 
in  Table  5. Positive Slutsky cross-price elas- 
ticities indicate that  two  products  arc substi- 
tutes.  whereas  negative  and  statistically  sig- nificunt  elasticitics  indicate  comple~llentarity. 
The  following  combinations  of  goods  have 
cross-PI-ice  elasticities that are statistically sig- 
nificant  at  cu  = .05  under both the  Rotterdam 
and CBS models: banana-grapefruit.  oranges- 
grapefruit,  and  lemons-oranges.  and  grape- 
fruit-others. All  of  these  Slutsky  cross-price 
elasticities  are  less  than  unity  and  positive, 
which  indicates  that  these  goods are substi- 
tutes. 
The  Cournot  cross-price  elasticity  niea- 
sures  both  price  and  income  effects  from 
changes  in  another  product's  price.  The ex- 
penditure  effect can counteract the price  sub- 
stitution effect. ancl a Cournot cross-price elas- 
ticity can be  negative while the corresponding 
Slutsky  one  can  be  positive.  The  Coi~rnot 
cross-price  elasticities  under  the  Rotterdam 
model  are  significant  for  only  two  combina- 
tions of  goods.  banana-grapefruit and  others- 
bunallas.  The Cournot  price  elasticity  of' ba- 
nanas  with  respect  to  grapefruit  is  positive, 
which  is similar to the Slutsky price elasticity. 
Howeve]; the price elasticity of others with re- 
spect  to  bananas  is  negative  in  the  Cournot 
case. The Cournot cross-price elasticities un- 
der the CBS rnodel  arc signiticant for grape- 
fruit-bananas, grapefruit-lemons, bananah-oh- 
ers, oranges-bananas,  and  oranges-others. 
Further~liore,  some  of  these  Cournot  cross- 
price  elasticities are positive, whereas others 
are negative. 
Empirical Results for Six Goods 
In  the  previous  section, we presented  results 
for Japan'c  four largest fresh fruit imports (ba- 
nanas.  grapefruits, oranges, and  lemons) and 
other fruits, an aggregation of pineapples, ber- 
ries, and grapes, into one category. We  were 
unable to reject  both  the Rotterdam  anti CBS 
specification, so we presented the results froni 
both  models. In  this section, we remove pine- 
apples from the other category and reestimate 
the entire system by  disaggregating the types 
of fruit into tho  following six categories:  (1) 
bananas.  (2)  grapefruit, (3) oranges, (4) leln- 
ons. (5)  pineapples, and (6)  others. The "oth- 
ers"  category  now  contains just  berries  and 
grapes. The purpose  of this exercise is to de- 
terminc whether differences in the level of ag- 
gregation change the results significantly, both 
qualitatively  and in  terms of  niodel  selection. 
Berries ancl grapes remain grouped together in 
this  section  became  the  import  expendititre 
shares (Table 2)  are so small that elasticity es- 
timates (which contain a constant term divided 
by  the  budget  share) would  be  inaccurate if 
these were separated. The other reason is that. 
as  the  number  of goods  (or equations)  in  n 
demand system  increases. the degrees of free- 
dom  and  the  power  of  asymptotic  tests  are 
lowered  substantially.Vor ex;lmple,  Laitinen 
showed  that  the  probability  of  rejecting  ho- 
mogeneity. when  it should not bc rejected. in- 
creases as the  number  of goods  in  a  system 
increases. The sarne problem  also occurs for 
symmetry testing (Meisner). 
The log-likelihood values associated with each 
demand systelll under six goods are provided 
in  Table  6. LRTs  for the  different  combina- 
tions  of  models  and  restrictions  can  be  per- 
formed on the  values in Table 6 in  a similar 
fashion as in the previous section. For each of 
the  five demand systems, homogeneity is not 
rejected. However, symmetry is rejected for all 
five models at the  9.5%  confdencc Icvel, al- 
though, for the Rottel-dam system, symmetry 
is  not  rcjectcd  at  the  99%  level. Recall  that 
symmetry was not rejected for any of the five 
models under the  five-good  case  at  the 95% 
contidence  level."  This  result,  rejection  of 
FOI-  tlic  unrestricted  system. incl-easing the num- 
ber. of  total  gootls  in  the cysteln  from  li\e to  six  re- 
qt~irec  cstirnatinp an  addition:~l 35-24  =  I  I  parametel-s. 
Going  froni  five  lo seven goods  wo~rld  require  esti- 
mating an additional 48 - 34 = 24 parameter\. In the 
original  version  of  this  paper.  thc  data  set  ended  in 
1993. Hence. degrees of  1.1-eedo~n  limitations were thc 
other factor that Icd to the original eqtirnation with only 
live goods. 
"The Rottcrda~n  system has  thc Ic>wc\c ~alue  for 
the log-likelihood ratio test statistic with respect to the 
general  system (20.6). Thi\  i.;  higher  than  the critical 
valuc of  18.3 for thc X'  with  I0 dcgrers of  freedom at 
the  05%  level  of  significance  but  is  lowcr than  the 
critic~tl  value of 23.21 at the 99';I' level  01'  significance. .Tour.nctl of Agricult~~wI  clnd  Applied Ecoaornics, Decenlber 2002 
Table 6.  Log-likelihood Values and Alternatives for Japanesc Fresh Fruits Imports, 197 1-  1997 
(Six Goods) 
Models 
Restriction  General  Rotterdam  CBS  AIDS  NBR 
Unrestricted  426.9 (37)"  421.4 (35)  422.5 (35)  424.6 (35)  425.8 (35) 
Homogeneity  424.2 (32)  422.0 (30)  419.8 (30)  42  1.4 (30)  422.7 (30) 
Symmetry"  4  1 1.9 (22)  41 1.7 (20)  404.8 (20)  384.9 (20)  388.7 (20) 
,' Number of free parameter.,  for each  model is  in parentheses. 
" Sy~ntnerry  is the cave in which hoth hornc)peneity and symmetry are jointly  imposed 
symmetry with in the six-good case hut not in 
the  five-good  case, is consistent with  the  re- 
sults of  Meisrler (1979). who showed that the 
probability of re-iecting symmetry increases as 
more goods are added to the systern. Meisner 
also concluded that the power of  the test for 
symtrletry  decreascs as the  number of  goods 
increases. Hence. the log-likelihood test tends 
to reject syn1met1-y  rnorc often than it should. 
When testing for choice of functional for~rl, 
we  again  use  the  log-likelihood  tests  per- 
formed on  the  general  rnodel  with  respect  to 
the other four systerns. The resulting log-like- 
lihood  values are reported in Table 6. On the 
b.  '141~  :.  of these tests, the CBS, AIDS, and NRR 
~nodcls  are all  re-jected  at  the  95%  level  of 
significance.  Hence,  for  the  six-good  case. 
orily the Rotterdam specification is not rttject- 
ed at the 95% confidence  level. 
The systenlwide R,;  is  also calculated  for 
the six-good case. The results lend support to 
the choice of the Rotterdam system as thc prc- 
fcrred  functional  form  for  this  set  of  import 
data. The R:  values  for  the  General,  Rotter- 
dam, CBS, AIDS, and NBR  are .79. .98, .X3. 
and .98. respectively. 
caveat that  the  import expenditure parameter 
for  pineapples  is  also  sig~lifica~it  in  the  six- 
goocl case. The magnitudes of the expenditure 
coefficients for the general system are consid- 
erably different when comparing the five- and 
six-good cascs. However, the expenditure co- 
efficients  for the  Rotterdam system are quite 
similar when comparing the two pairwise. 
The Slutsky own-price pararnetel-s provid- 
ed in  Thble  7  are all  negative  and  significant 
at  cr  = .05 for both  the  general  system  and 
Rotterdaln    nod el. In addition, the correspond- 
ing values for the Slutsky own-price parame- 
ters  are remarkably  similar when  co~nparirig 
the five- and six-good cases. The only excep- 
tion  is the others category for the Kotterdam 
model.  In  the  live-good  case, this  parameter 
was not  significant.  However,  the process  of 
separating pineapples from berries and grapes 
generated  a  significant  estimate  of the  own- 
price  parameters for both  pineapples  and the 
others category. 
The Slutsky cross-price parameters  are also 
provided  in Table 7. These I-esults arc generally 
consistent  with  those  for  the  five-good  case, 
with a few exceptions. In the five-good case (Ta- 
ble 4). a few cross-price parameters for the oth- 
er-s category arc significant. However, in  the six- 
good  case, none  of  the  cross-price  parameters 
Individual parameter estimates  the General  "e  significant. Furthermore,  when  pineapples 
and Rotterda~n  models in the six-good case are  are disaggregatrd.  the  banana-pineapple  cross- 
provided  in Table 7. We  did  not  include pa-  price parameter turns out  to he  significant at a 
rameter estimates for the CBS, AIDS, or NBR 
= .05  for the general model, and the grapefnlit- 
pineapple coefficient is significant at cr = .I0  for  models because  these models  were all reject- 
the Rotterdam model.  ed.  All  import  expenditure  coefficients  are 
positive and  significant at a = .05  in  both the  ~l~~~i~i~  E.~~~~~~~~,~ 
general  :und  the  Rotterdam  systems. with  thc 
exception of the others category. This result is  The  elasticity  estimates  for  the  Rotterdam 
consistent with  the  five-good  case, with  the    nod el  associated  with  the  six-good case are Table 7. Japanese Fresh Fruit Import Demand System Parameter Estimates,  1971-1997  (Six 
Goods) 
Bxpendi-  Slutsky Price Coefticien~s 
ture 
Coefti-  Grape- 
Fruit  cient  Bananas  fruit  Oranges  Lemons  Pineapple  Others  (I, 
--  --  ---  (I2 
General system 
Rananas  ..3  12  -.207  I  .013  .033  .267  -.01  1  -.073  ,053 
(. I4X).'  (.043)  (.03X)  (.019)  (.022)  (.043)  (.01 1)  (221)  (.096) 
Grapefruit  .435  -.251  .053  .003  ,045  .0 1 l 
(.067)  (.049)  (.023)  (.023)  (.030)  (.010) 
Oranges  .OYY  -.092  ,027  .012  -.006 
(.047)  (.022)  (.O  16)  (.0  16)  (.006) 
Lemons  .I56  .07  1  ,003  .O 17 
(.054)  (.023)  (.010)  (.013) 
Pineapples  ,063  -.333  .005 
(.025)  (.053)  (.006) 
Other-s  ,008  -  .O I6 
(.036)  1.007) 
Rotterdam system 
Bananas  .272  -.21 X  1  65  .O 16  ,036  ,009  ,008 
(.OhO)  (.039)  (437)  (.O 19)  (.02 I)  (.O l  I)  (.009) 
Grapefruit  .430  -.256  ,056  ,001  ,020  .013 
(.06 1 )  (.048)  (.023)  (.022)  (.O  12)  (.O 10) 
Oranges  .09  6  -.  100  .030  ,004  -.006 
(.044)  (.0  18)  (.O  15)  (.007)  (.OM) 
Lemons  .I35  .076  .004  .01  1 
(.040)  (.020)  (.0 10)  (.007) 
Pineapples  ,070  -  .035  ,004 
(.O  16)  (.01 l )  (.OO6) 
Others  -.002  .014 
(.0 15)  (.007) 
Note: Parameters are provided under thc restrictitrns of homogeneity and symmetry. 
.' Asymptotic standal-rl errors are in parentheses. 
provided  in  Table  8. The conditional  import 
expenditure elasticities are provided in the first 
column. All  of  these  elasticities  are positive 
and significant, with the exception of the oth- 
ers category. Furthermore, the magnitudes of 
the elasticities that correspond to the five-good 
case are similar  (Table  5). However,  in  the 
fivc-good case, the impot-t expenditure elastic- 
ity for the others category is significant. In the 
six-good  case. the  dissagregation  of  pineap- 
ples resulted in an import expenditure elastic- 
ity of pineapples equal to  1.16. Hence, as the 
amount spent on Japanese fresh fruit imports 
increases, relatively  more is spent on pineap- 
ples. The Slutsky price elasticities for the six- 
good case are also shown in Table 8. The om7n- 
price  elasticities  are  all  negative  and 
signiticant  at a = .05. Furthermore, these es- 
timates  are all  similar  to those for the  five- 
good case. The Slutsky cross-price elasticities 
are also similar lo the five-good case. Finally, 
both  the  Cournot  own-price  and  cross-price 
elasticities are also similar. 
Conclusions 
Using annual Japanese fresh fruit import data 
from 197 1  ro 1997, this study analyzes the in- 
port  patterns of  Japan's  seven  most  popular 
fresh fruits by implementing and testing a gen- Table 8.  Estimated  Conditional  Expenditure and Price Elasticities for the  Kottertlani System 
Calculated at Sample Means. Six Fresh Imported Fruits,  197  1-1  997 
Expendit~~i-e 
Imports  Elasticities  Bananas  Grapefruit  Oranges  Lemons  Pineapples  Others 
- 
Slutsky price elasticities 
Bananas  .5X  -  .47  .35  .O?  .08  .02  -  .(I2 
(. 13)"  (.OX)  (.OX)  (.04)  (.05)  (.02)  (.02) 
Gri~pefrui  t  2.29  .88  -  1.36  .30  .O I  .I I  .07 
(33)  (.20)  (.26)  (.I?)  (.  12)  (.06)  (.05) 
Oranges  .9  1  .I5  .54  .95  .2X  .03  -  .06 
(.42)  (.IX)  (21  (.17)  (.14)  (.O(>)  (.06) 
Le~nonc  .87  .2?  .0 1  . I9  -  .49  -  .O I  .07 
(26)  (.I41  (.15)  (.lo)  (. 13)  (.[IS)  (.04) 
Pineapple.;  1.16  .I5  .34  .Oh  .03  - .59  ,073 
(.26)  I.18)  1.20)  (.I I)  (. 13)  (.IX)  (.I I) 
Others  .OX  -  .32  .54  -  .25  .43  .I  X  -  .58 
(.62)  (37)  (.4  1 )  (.25)  (.2X)  (.26)  (.77) 
Cournot price elasticities 
R;~n;rnas  -  .74  .25  -  .03  -.Ol  -  .02  -  .03 
(.09)  (.OX)  (.04)  i.05)  (.02)  (02) 
Grapefruit  -.IC)  -  I .79  .06  -  .34  -  .03  .O I 
(.I?)  (27)  (.13)  (. 13)  (.07)  (.05) 
Oranpcs  - .27  .36  -  1 .05  1 5  -  .02  -  .08 
(.25)  (.23)  (.1X)  (. 16)  (.07)  (.06) 
Lemons  -.I8  -.I6  . 10  -  .63  -  .06  .05 
(.17)  (.IS)  (.I)  (.14)  (.05)  (.04) 
Pineapples  -.3Y  .I2  -.34  -.21  -  .66  .04 
(.20)  (.20)  (21)  (.14)  (.18)  (. 10) 
Others  -  .28  .5  5  -  .23  .44  .I8  -.58 
t.46)  (.43)  (.27)  (.31)  (.28)  (27) 
.' Ehtin~atzs  h:l\ed  011  parameter estimates from the Rotterclnm  syhrern with homogeneity and syrntnelry iiilposed. 
" Asymproric stanclard errors arc in parer~thcses. 
era1  dil'krential  demand  system  that  nested 
four alternative import demand specifications. 
When tested  against the general system using 
the  five-good  case  (bananas. grapefruits,  or- 
anges, and lemons and aggregating pineapples, 
berries,  and  grapesl,  thc  analysis  rejects  thc 
AIDS and NBR specifications but does not re- 
ject  Rotterdam and CBS models. When  eati- 
mated  using  the  six-good  case  (bananas. 
grapefruits,  oranges. lemons, pineapples, and 
aggregating berries  and grapes), the analysis 
rejects all  specifications except the Rotterdam 
model."'  Elasticity estimates are provided for 
thoce  demand  specitications  that  the  general 
rnoclel does not reject. 
The resulis ol' the analysis have several im- 
plications for exporters of fresh fruits to Japan. 
It was found that if Japanese consumers were 
to increase their expenditure on fresh fruit im- 
ports in  the futu~r.  they would spend a larger 
portion of their budget on the consumption of 
grapefruits and  pineapples than  they  do cur- 
rently. On the other hand, il' Japanese consum- 
er-~  were to decrease their expenditure on fresh 
fruit imports (for example, because of  a reces- 
sion), they  would  spend  a  larger  portion  of 
"'This result  is  in dirccr  conrl-ast to I>ec, Brown,  ,,,.  that AID~.typc  clifbren,ial  respollse, de- 
and Scale (1994). who found. when  analyring the do-  scribe xiwanesc  consun,cr  hc,,a,,ior  better  do  mestic dcmand for ilggrcgatc corninodity group\ in Tai-  other differential specilici~tion.;. their budget on bananas, oranges, and letnons. 
Furthermore. if the price of fresh fruit imports 
were to increase by a certain percentage in the 
future, grapefruit imports would drop by more 
than  the percentage increase in  price. Hence, 
lowering the price charged for grapefruit  ex- 
ports to Japan would increase total revenue for 
grapefruit exporters. Alternatively, banana, or- 
ange,  lernon,  and  pineapple  imports  would 
drop by  less than  the percentage  increase in 
price. Hence, increasing the price charged for 
bananas.  oranges, lemons. and pineapples 
would increase total revenue for these export- 
ers. 
Another important result of the analysis is 
that Japanese consutne~-s  view certain types of 
fresh fruit imports as substitutes, meaning that 
if  Good A  and B  are substitutes, an  increase 
in the price of Good A  would cause Japanese 
consumers to buy  more of Good B  as an al- 
ternative to Good A (all else remaining equal). 
It was found that oranges are substitutes for 
both  grapefruit and lemons. It was also found 
that  bananas  and  grapefruits  are substitutes. 
These results  should enable major exporters, 
such as citrus producet-s in the southern United 
States. to plan  their pricing  strategies accord- 
ingly so as to increase total revenue. 
1  Rec.ei11ecl  iZ~tgl~.s~  _3001: A(YY>IIICII M~IJ'  2002.1 
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